We propose a dynamic skewed copula to model multivariate dependence in asset returns in a flexible yet parsimonious way. We then apply the model to 50 exchangetraded funds. The new copula is shown to have better in-sample and out-of-sample performance than existing copulas. In particular, the dynamic model is able to capture increasing dependence patterns during financial crisis periods. It is crucial for investors to take dynamic dependence structure into account when modeling high dimensional returns.
and Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) are constant, suggesting an unchanged dependence pattern throughout the sample period; that is, the upper tail dependence of all variables is always higher (or lower) than the lower tail dependence. Second, the dynamic skewed copula provides a parsimonious way to make each pair of variables display different dependence patterns. In addition, our model significantly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated while keeping flexibility in the model specification. Both Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) and our model specify N different skewness elements for N variables. However, the copula in Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) has N skewness parameters to be estimated and may encounter the "curse of dimensionality" problem, while our dynamic model avoids this problem with only five unknown parameters.
We apply our new model to investigate the dependence pattern of 50 U.S. exchange-traded fund (ETF) returns. Our dynamic skewed copula provides better goodness-of-fit than those in Christoffersen et al. (2012) and Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) . In particular, the dynamic settings of skewness parameters enable us to characterize different dependence patterns in crisis periods and in tranquil periods. This implies that financial asset returns tend to exhibit time-varying rather than static dependence patterns. Thus, for investors, it is inappropriate to stick to one dependence structure when modeling high dimensional financial returns.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the dynamic skewed copula model and explains how to estimate it. Section 3 provides summary statistics of ETF returns. Section 4 analyzes the in-sample dependence structure of these ETF returns. Out-of-sample performance of the model is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 sets forth our conclusions.
II. THE DYNAMIC SKEWED COPULA MODEL
The dynamic skewed copula model discussed in this paper originates from the skewed t copula developed by Christoffersen et al. (2012) . Let (u 1t ,· · ·, u Nt ) denote the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of N variables, t = 1, · · ·, T . Their dependence is described by a copula function C(u 1t ,· · ·, u Nt ). The skewed t copula in Christoffersen et al. (2012) , denoted by C skt is given by (1) where R t is the correlation matrix, is the degrees of freedom, is the skewness parameter, which is a scalar.
(·) is the CDF of N-dimensional generalized hyperbolic skewed t distribution with zero mean as in Demarta and McNeil (2005) . For i = 1, · · ·, N, (·) is the inverse of univariate skewed t CDF on the i th subordinate with zero mean and unit variance. Please refer to Christoffersen et al. (2012) for details of (·). The evolution of R t is similar to the dynamic mechanism in the Engle (2002) dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) model.
(2)
, where is the unconditional covariance matrix of z t = (z 1t ,. . ., z Nt )'
1 . For i = 1,· · ·, N, z it = (u it ). a 1 > 0, a 2 > 0 and a 1 + a 2 < 1, the conditional correlation R t is meanreverting. This model C skt has four parameters q skt = (a 1 , a 2 , , )'. Note that in Christoffersen et al. (2012) , the skewness parameter is a scalar rather than a vector, indicating that all variables have identical asymmetry parameters. There are two problems with this specification. First, it is unable to describe non-exchange dependence patterns such that C(· · ·, u it , · · ·, u jt , · · ·)≠C(· · ·, u jt , · · ·, u it , · · ·) for i≠j. Second, it is unable to capture the time variation in dependence due to the constant skewness parameter. In reality, the multivariate dependence of financial assets may be time-varying over time.
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To overcome these problems, we modify the copula in Christoffersen et al. (2012) via the following two steps. First, we assume each marginal CDF u it corresponds to a different skewness parameter. The skewness parameter now becomes an N-dimensional vector rather than a scalar. In this case, the multivariate skewed t copula, denoted by C mskt , is written as:
The skewness parameter g = (g 1 ... g N )' is an N-dimensional vector, but is still time-invariant. The definitions of R t and are the same as those for C skt . The parameters in C mskt are q skt = (a 1 , a 2 , v, g ')', so N + 3 parameters are to be estimated. We are not the first to propose C mskt , as Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) use this model to study the dependence of three assets: oil futures, gold futures, and the S&P 500 equity index. Clearly, simply extending C skt to C mskt is applicable only for small N, such as N = 3 in Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) . For large N, it is difficult to estimate all the parameters, due to the "curse of dimensionality." In practice, to reduce the number of unknown parameters, we can group the g i s and set the g i s within the same group to be equal. But such a specification is very subjective and lacks statistical justification. We will use this type of constrained C mskt in our empirical analysis of ETFs.
The second step is to specify a dynamic evolution process for the skewness vector. The dynamic mechanism is similar to the Engle (2002) DCC model. The modified model, called dynamic skewed copula C dskt , is given by ,
where b 1 is the coefficient of data-driven term z t -1 , and b 2 lies within (-1, 1) to ensure g t is mean-reverting. Since E(z t ) = E(z t -1 ) = , the coefficient in front of is 1-. Note that both the copula correlation matrix R t and skewness vector g t are defined based on the copula shocks z it = (u it ), rather than the return shocks (standardized residuals it from marginal distributions).
The dynamic skewed copula C dskt has five parameters q dskt = (a 1 , a 2 , v, b 1 , b 2 )'. By introducing dynamics into the skewness vector, C dskt has great flexibility in capturing multivariate dependence with only a few parameters. The model has two desirable features. First, it allows each pair of assets to display dependence patterns that are distinct from other pairs. Second, it is able to describe changing dependence patterns over the time.
For the estimation procedure, we mainly follow Christoffersen et al. (2012) . The only difference is that the copula's skewness parameter is an N-dimensional vector in C mskt and is an autoregressive vector in C dskt . The joint distributions of financial returns are estimated via the following two steps.
First, we estimate each univariate marginal model and calculate the marginal CDF u it for i = 1,· · ·, N, t = 1, · · ·, T . Second, we estimate copula models by maximum composite likelihood estimation (MCLE). MCLE is employed because it yields consistent estimates for the true parameters in large scale problems, while the ordinary maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) may estimate the parameters driving the dynamic process with bias, as discussed in Engle, Shephard, and Shepphard (2008) , Christoffersen et al. (2012) , and Oh and Patton (2015) .
For k = skt, mskt, dskt, the composite log-likelihood of copula
where C k (u it , u jt ; q k ) denotes the bivariate copula density of pair i and j for i, j=1, · · ·, N.
III. DATA DESCRIPTION
Our empirical analysis employs the dynamic skewed copula model to study the dependence of 50 US ETF returns (N = 50). The data set includes daily adjusted prices of four stock ETFs (STK) and five other types of ETF: bond (AGG), foreign exchange (Euro/Dollar, FXE), gold (GSG), oil (USO), and real estate (RWR).
6 Stocks are selected from nine sectors, and in each sector only the top five firms with the highest market values are considered. All prices are in US dollars and are from Bloomberg. The i th (i= 1,· · ·, N) daily return is calculated as r it = 100 x (logP it -logP it-1 ), where P it is the closing price of ETF i on day t.
The sample period is from July 24, 2006 to June 28, 2013, for a total of 1746 daily observations. We divide the sample into two subperiods, such that the period from July 24, 2006 to June 30, 2011 is used for the in-sample estimation (1245 observations), and the remaining 501 observations, from July 1, 2011 to June 28, 2013, are reserved for the out-of-sample portfolio performance evaluation.
Figure 1. Price Series of the 50 ETFs
Panel (a) plots 45 stock ETFs prices over the sample period of July 24, 2006 -June 28, 2013 plots the ETF prices of bond (AGG), foreign exchange ETF (FXE), gold (GSG), oil (USO) and real estate (RWR) over the same sample period. Figure 1 plots the price series of the 50 ETFs. The movements of all stock ETFs and the real estate ETF are quite similar, while the behavior of the bond ETF generally differs from the others. These ETFs were greatly impacted by the 2008 subprime crisis, as nearly all of them (except the bond ETF) suffered from a 9-month decrease in prices following the crisis. Table 1 provides preliminary analyses of the in-sample data. Panel (a) reports summary statistics for 14 representative ETFs: 9 stock ETFs, each of which has the highest market value in its own sector, and 5 ETFs of other asset types, including bonds, foreign exchange, gold, oil, and real estate. Most ETFs yield positive returns, while commodity ETFs (gold and oil) have negative returns. Stock, commodities, and real estate ETFs tend to be more volatile than bond and foreign exchange ETFs. Further, most returns exhibit non-normal features, as in Alexander and Barbosa (2008) and Hsu, Hsu and Kuan (2010) . Panel (b) gives the proportion of ETF pairs that display time-varying rank correlations. In most cases, we find evidence of dynamically evolving measures of dependence among the ETFs. These findings support application of our dynamic skewed t copula to describe changing dependence patterns in the following analysis.
IV. In-Sample Analysis
We first estimate the marginal distribution of each ETF return series. Then, we investigate the contemporaneous dependence of these returns based on the dynamic skewed copula. Finally, we select four representative asset pairs to further illustrate the flexibility of C dskt in modeling multivariate dependence. In Table 2 , we estimate the marginal distributions of ETF returns via the autoregressive and nonlinear GARCH models (AR-NGARCH) with the generalized asymmetric Student's t (AST) errors from Zhu and Galbraith (2011) . Such specifications are able to capture the non-normal features illustrated in Table 1 . For simplicity, only 14 marginal models are reported.
The conditional mean and conditional volatility models are as follows:
For AST distribution, d i is the skewness parameter, ƒ i1 and ƒ i2 represent the degrees of freedom on, respectively, the left side and right side of stochastic error . Two conclusions can be drawn from Table 2 . First, the results of the KolmogorovSmirnov test indicate that the marginal models are correctly specified. This ensures the consistency of copula estimates in the following subsection. Second, the parameter estimates in marginal models confirm the non-normal features of return series, including serial correlation, volatility clustering, leverage effects, and differing levels of thicknesses in the lower and upper tails. Among these features, positive k i3 indicates the presence of a leverage effect in most ETFs, but in Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015), a leverage effect is found only in stocks, but not in oil. Besides, ƒ i1 is generally lower than ƒ i2 , illustrating a higher probability of crashing than booming for each ETF return.
We next transform the standardized residuals ( ) into ( ) and estimate the copula models. The results of five dynamic copulas are reported in our analysis:
, and C dskt . The last three copulas are given in equations (1), (3), and (4). To make the analysis more complete, we also provide the results of Gaussian and t copulas, as they may be regarded as special cases of skewed t copulas. Note that C mskt here differs from the copula in Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) . For C mskt , we assume the skewness parameters of 4 stock ETFs are identical, since the behavior of these stock ETFs are quite similar. This specification avoids the "curse of dimensionality" problem for large N and simplifies the calculations.
The in-sample comparison between various copula models is based on the following criteria:
where 1og ƒ i is the log-likelihood of each marginal model, logc is the log-likelihood of bivariate copula for the i th and j th ETFs, K is the dimension of parameters, and T is sample size. Table 3 presents in-sample estimates of the copula models. The dynamic skewed t copula C dskt provides the best in-sample goodness-of-fit among the five models, as it has the lowest AIC and SIC. The values of AIC and SIC decrease when we switch from C skt to C mskt , implying the necessity to consider multiple skewness parameters. From C skt , all 50 ETFs correspond to an identical skewness parameter = 0.43. This implicitly assumes that these ETFs are more likely to boom together than crash together. This is, however, inconsistent with the findings in existing studies. In Patton (2004) , Hong, Tu and Zhou (2007) , and Rodriguez (2007) , among others, financial assets are more correlated in market downturns than in upturns. Further, the values of AIC and SIC drop further if we switch from C mskt to C dskt , suggesting that a time-varying dependence pattern is more appropriate for these assets. In other words, the dependence structure of these 50 ETFs can change over time. In This table reports the estimates of copula models over the sample period of 2006-06-24 to 2011-06-30 . Standard errors are given in the brackets below the parameters. The ***, **, and * denote the significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Log L denotes the log-likelihood value of each model, including both copula and marginal models. Table 3 . Copula Model Estimates Over the In-Sample Period some periods, these ETF returns are more correlated when they increase together than when they decrease together, while in other periods, such as crisis periods, they are more correlated when they decrease together than when they increase together. The changing dependence patterns are discussed in more details below.
Gaussian
Estimates of C dskt show that skewness vector g t is not only autoregressive (b 2 = 0.78), but also negatively correlated with shocks from dependence system at t -1 (b 12 = -0.73).
Comparing C t and C dskt , we observe that the autoregressive coefficients in conditional correlation a 2 and degree of freedom v are smaller if the dynamics of skewness parameter are considered. The decrease in a X implies that the dynamic dependence structure is captured not only by the evolution of conditional correlation, but also by the evolution of the skewness parameter. The decrease in v indicates stronger tail dependence in C dskt than in C skt . Hence, C dskt with a dynamic skewness vector is more likely to capture the dependence structure under extreme market conditions. Figure 2 (b) , the bond ETF generally has negative skewness parameters, whose behavior differs from other ETFs. In Figure 2 (c), (d), and (f), the skewness parameters of foreign exchange, gold, and real estate ETFs are positive in most cases, but decrease dramatically to become negative during the 2008 subprime crisis. In Figure 2 (e), the skewness parameters of oil ETFs exhibit a two-stage feature: positive before the 2008 subprime crisis and negative afterwards. Overall, Figure 2 shows the availability of our dynamic skewed t copula C dskt in describing the dynamics of multivariate dependence patterns; it is more much flexible than the C skt model in Christoffersen et al. (2012) with only a single skewness scalar.
Since it would be tedious to analyze all pairwise dependences among the 50 ETFs, we select four representative groups for further discussion: (1) 45 stocks; (2) stocks and bonds; (3) stocks and oil; and (4) oil and gold. skt and our C dskt are provided to better understand the dynamics in dependence patterns. The in-sample portion is estimated from the in-sample data, and the out-of-sample portion is calculated via one-step-ahead forecast with rolling windows (see Section 5). Note that, for group (2), the exceeding correlation * STK,AGG,t (0.1) measures the correlation when stock return decreases below its 10% quantile and bond return increases over its 90% quantile; and(0.9) measures the correlation when stock return increases over its 90% quantile and bond return decreases below its 10% quantile. For the other three groups, the exceeding correlations at the 10% quantiles ·, ·, t (0.1) (or the 90% quantile ·, ·, t (0.9)) calculate the correlation of both crashing below their 10% quantiles (and booming over their 90% quantiles). Figure 3 (a) shows average bivariate correlations across 990 ( ) pairs of stocks. The correlations within the stock sector described by C skt and C dskt are similar. These stock ETFs are highly correlated, and the correlations are driven up further during the 2008 subprime crisis and the 2011 European debt crisis. This is evidence of financial contagion in stock sectors, as documented in Caporale, Cipollini, and Spagnolo (2005) , Rodriguez (2007) , and Kallberg and Pasquariello (2008) , among others. is always greater than STK (0.1), implying these stocks are more likely to boom together than crash together throughout the sample interval. However, from C dskt , STK (0.9) > STK (0.1) during the normal period due to positive skewness vector, and STK (0.1) > STK (0.9) due to negative skewness vector. This means that the dependence patterns within stock sectors change over time, which coincides with the results of Okimoto (2008) , Guegan and Zhang (2010) , and Elkamhi and Stefanova (2015) . Hence, the dynamic specification of t enables us to distinguish the different dependence patterns in times of crisis and in normal periods. Figure 4 (b) plots the exceeding correlations to demonstrate the difference in dependence patterns described by C skt and C dskt . C skt captures only one dependence pattern that | *STK,AGG (0.9)| > | *STK,AGG (0.1) |, indicating that the dependence of rising stocks and declining bonds is stronger than the dependence of declining stocks and rising bonds. C dskt , in contrast, depicts changing dependence patterns. In tranquil periods, *STK,AGG (0.9) is close to *STK,AGG (0.1) as g SKT,t > 0 and g AGG,t < 0 (see Figure 2 (a) and (b) ). But in times of crisis, | *STK,AGG (0.9)|<| *STK,AGG (0.1) |as both g SKT,t and g AGG,t become negative, indicating that the tendency for stock prices to decrease and for bond prices to increase is much stronger than the reverse tendency. The plunge in *STK,AGG (0.1) is evidence of the "flight-to-safety" phenomenon during crises, also documented in Chan, Treepongkaruna, Brooks, and Gray (2011), Wu and Liang (2011) , and Wu and Lin (2014) . Overall, incorporation of the dynamic skewness vector makes C dskt more flexible in describing the stock-bond dependence than C skt . In Figure 3 (c), we plot the average stock-oil correlation between each stock ETF and oil across 45 pairs. The stock-oil correlation is negative (-0.10) before the 2008 subprime crisis and becomes positive (0.30) afterwards. This implies to investors that the diversification benefits of stock and oil diminish after the subprime crisis.
In Figure 3 (c), we easily differentiate between C skt and C dskt by their exceeding correlations. From C skt , STK,USO (0.9) always exceeds STK,USO (0.1) as > 0. However, from C dskt , due to the dynamic specification of the skewness vector, the stockoil dependence exhibits a two-stage feature. Before the subprime crisis STK,USO (0.9) > STK,USO (0.1), as g SKT,t and g USO,t are positive (see Figure 2 (a) and (e)); after the crisis, STK,USO (0.9) < STK,USO (0.1), as g USO,t and g SKT,t drop below zero during the two crises. This means that stocks and oil are more likely to crash together than boom together after a crisis, again confirming the absence of diversification opportunities. Although the two-stage feature in correlation is also found in Chan et al. (2011) and Mollick and Assefa (2013) , the two-stage feature in dependence patterns illustrated by exceeding correlations is rarely investigated. In short, our analysis of stock-oil dependence provides additional supporting evidence that C dskt is more flexible than C skt in describing multivariate dependence. In Figure 3 (d) , foreign exchange (EURO/US dollar) and gold (in dollars) become more positively dependent during the 2008 subprime crisis. For investors, gold no longer behaves as a safe haven during the crisis period, as stated in Sari, Hammoudeh and Soytas (2010) , Joy (2011), and Pukthuanthong and Roll (2011) .
In Figure 4 (d), C skt and C dskt can be easily distinguished by their exceeding correlations. Based on C skt with > 0, we may conclude that foreign exchange and gold stick to one dependence pattern, that FXE,GSG (0.9) > FXE,GSG (0.1). The two ETFs are more dependent when booming simultaneously than crashing simultaneously. But this is not the case for C dskt with dynamic skewness vector. During the 2008 subprime crisis, FXE,GSG (0.9) is shown to be lower than FXE,GSG (0.1) as both g FXE,t and g GSG,t drop sharply below zero (see Figure 2 (c) and (d) ). This finding implies a higher likelihood of a depreciating Euro and a falling gold price following the subprime crisis. Investors managing portfolio risk should avoid holding both these assets for about six months. Again, this investigation of foreign exchange-gold dependence suggests the higher flexibility of C dskt over C skt in modeling multivariate dependence.
In summary, this section applies dynamic skewed t copula C dskt to study the dependence of 50 ETF returns. The C dskt model with dynamic skewness vector enables us to model multivariate dependence more flexibly and parsimoniously than existing copulas. We conclude that the 50 ETFs exhibit changing dependence patterns rather than only one dependence pattern throughout the sample interval.
V. OUT-OF-SAMPLE PERFORMANCE
This section investigates out-of-sample performance of the dynamic skewed t copula in the following two respects. First, we statistically analyze the predictive ability of our model C dskt . Second, we evaluate the economic value of following the C dskt -based strategy in an asset allocation problem. A rolling sample method is utilized in the out-of-sample analysis. The 1245 observations from July 24, 2006 to June 30, 2011 are used for the in-sample estimation, and the 501 observations from July 1, 2011 to June 28, 2013 are left for the out-of-sample forecast. For each day, we re-estimate the model using the past 1245 observations. This procedure is repeated 501 times, so that 501 one-dayahead joint distribution forecasts are produced.
To assess the predictive accuracy of our C dskt model, we compare the predicted log-likelihood values of the five copulas mentioned in Section 4 and construct the Hansen (2005) superior predictive ability (SPA) test. Table 4 reports the out-of-sample average of predicted log-likelihood of each copula (OOS) and its standard deviation (std), as in Lee and Long (2009) . A model is expected to be closer to its true state if OOS is larger. C dskt is shown to have the highest predicted log-likelihood and the lowest standard deviation. We conclude that, among the five copulas, C dskt has the highest out-of-sample predictive ability in modeling the dependence of the 50 ETF returns.
Further, the Hansen (2005) SPA test gives us statistical justification for the outperformance of C dskt . The null hypothesis is that the benchmark model is not inferior to any of the alternative models. Here, our dynamic skewed t copula C dskt is set as the benchmark, while the other four copulas are regarded as alternatives. The SPA test statistic is 3.34 with p-value 0.35. Since we fail to reject the null at the 1% significance level, it can be inferred that C dskt performs at least as well as the other copulas considered.
To explore the economic value of modeling dynamic multivariate dependence, we then consider the optimization problem of an investor allocating wealth among the 50 ETFs. Our hypothetical investor is characterized by a constant relative risk aversion utility, as in Patton (2004), and Wu and Lin (2014) . At each period t, the investor solves the following optimization problem based on the one-step-ahead forecast to predict the portfolio weight at t +1:
where are the weights on the N (=50) ETFs, and they can be negative without short selling constraints. r p,t+1 is portfolio return, r p,t+1 = ' t+1 r t+1 , and r t+1 = (r 1,t+1 , · · ·,r N,t+1 )' is the return vector of N ETFs at t+1. η is the degree of relative risk aversion and takes three levels: η = 1, 5, 10. The rolling window procedure is described at the beginning of this section. Table 5 shows portfolio performance based on five copula models. We calculate each portfolio's annualized return (Mean), standard deviation (SD), terminal wealth value, 5% value-at-risk (VaR) and 5% expected shortfall (ES). Besides, following Wu and Liang (2011) and Wu and Lin (2014) , we compute the performance fee (PF) that an investor is willing to pay to switch from another copula-based strategy to our dynamic skewed t copula-based strategy. A positive PF means the C dskt -based strategy is better than the alternative strategy using another copula. Table 5 .
Portfolio Performance Comparison of Copula over the Out-of-Sample Period
This table summarizes the copula-based portfolio performance over the sample period of 2011/07/01-2013/06/28. η represents the coefficient of relative risk aversion. The sample mean, standard deviation (SD), 5% value-at-risk (VaR) and 5% expected shortfall have been annualized. PF denotes the performance fee an investor will pay if she switches from other copula-based strategy to the dynamic skewed t copula C dskt based strategy. A positive PF means the portfolio based on C dskt performs better than the portfolio based on the other copula. In Table 5 , among the five strategies, the strategy using C dskt performs best, followed by the strategies using C Gaussian , C t and C mskt , while C skt performs worst. This ranking is based on the values of performance fee and is unaffected by the levels of investor risk aversion.
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An investor who disregards changing dependence patterns incurs losses when modeling high dimensional financial returns. For example, the performance fee from C mskt to C dskt for an investor with η = 10 is 3.26 cents per dollar. The gains from considering changing dependence patterns are also revealed in Okimoto (2008) and Elkamhi and Stefanova (2015) . It is inferred that higher-dimensional financial returns usually exhibit changing dependence patterns, and rarely do they follow just one dependence pattern over time. Hence, employing a flexible dynamic model to accommodate this changing dependence can make investors better off.
Further, portfolio performance is sensitive to the correctness of dependence characterization. If the dependence structure is predicted based on an incorrect copula, such as C skt , the corresponding portfolio will perform even worse than portfolios that simply use correlation-based models like C Gaussian and C t . Why do strategies using C skt and C dskt perform so differently? Figure 5 investigates the portfolio weights resulting from C skt and C dskt . It is evident that the two types of investor have different opinions mainly about their weights on stocks, bonds, and foreign exchange. Figure 5 (a) plots the average weights on 45 stock ETFs and illustrates that the investor following C dskt buys more stocks than the investor following C skt . This is because C dskt predicts higher 90% exceeding correlations than C skt (see Figure 5 (a) ). In other words, the C dskt -based investor is more likely to believe that the stocks will increase together, so he will hold more stocks than the C skt -based investor. Figure 5 (b) shows that the investor using C dskt shorts more bond than the investor using C skt . The reason for this is similar: the 90% exceeding correlations from C dskt are higher (in absolute value) in those from C skt (see Figure 4 (b) ). From the perspective of the C dskt -based investor, bond price has a higher probability of decreasing when stock price increases, hence this investor tries to sell more bonds than the C skt counter-partner. Figure 5 (c) indicates the investor with C skt mostly longs foreign exchange, while the investor with C dskt shorts it before June 2012 and longs it afterwards. This difference in positions is caused by their forecasts of skewness parameters. C skt predicts a positive skewness scalar for both stock and foreign exchange (see Figure 2 (a) and (c)), and the investor buys both of them believing the two assets will increase together. In contrast, C dskt also predicts positive C skt , but the investor believes g FXE is negative during the period July 2011 to June 2012 and becomes positive afterwards. In this investor's opinion, stocks and foreign exchange before June 2012 are not as closely correlated as they are after June 2012, so the investor sells foreign exchange before June 2012 and then buys it again.
This result is obtained based on a longer in-sample period and a relatively shorter out-of-sample period. As a robustness check, we follow Narayan and Bannigidadmath (2015) Table 6 reports in-sample estimates of copula models, Table 7 shows out-of-sample predictive ability test results, and Table 8 shows out-of-sample portfolio performance. 8 To save space, we skip the in-sample estimates of 50 marginal modes; they are available upon request.
This table reports the estimates of copula models over the sample period of 2006/06/24 -2009/12/31. Standard errors are in the brackets below the parameters. The ***, ** and * denote statistical significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. logL denotes the log-likelihood value of each model, including both copula and marginal models. Overall, the results are robust when the sample is split 50:50. In Table 6 , the dynamic skewed t copula C dskt provides the best in-sample goodness-of-fit among the five models with the lowest AIC and SIC. In Table 7 , the dynamic skewed t copula C dskt has the highest predictive ability and we fail to reject the SPA test, though predictive ability is lowered compared with the result shown in Table 4 . In Table 8 , the out-of-sample portfolio performance of the C dskt -based strategy is still best, as it has the highest average return (Mean) and terminal wealth, and the lowest standard deviation, VaR, and expected shortfall. The performance fees of switching from other copula models to C dskt are positive regardless of the risk aversion levels. The only difference is that the portfolios in this scenario with longer out-of-sample period (Table 8 ) exhibit higher returns but higher risks (such as VaR and ES) than the portfolios in the original scenario (Table 5 ). This table shows the copula-based portfolio performance over the sample period of 2010/01/04-2013/06/28. η represents the coefficient of relative risk aversion. The sample mean, standard deviation (SD), 5% value-at-risk (VaR) and 5% expected shortfall (ES) have been annualized. PF denotes the performance fee an investor will pay if he switches from other copula-based strategy to the dynamic skewed t copula (dskt) based strategy. A positive PF means the portfolio based on dskt performs better than the portfolio based on the other copula. In summary, the predictive ability tests and portfolio optimization problem in this section demonstrate that our dynamic skewed t copula outperforms existing copulas, such as those of Christoffersen et al. (2012) and Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) . Investors who account for changing multivariate dependence patterns are able to forecast the joint distribution of 50 ETF returns more precisely and become better off when allocating their wealth across these assets. This illustrates the importance of considering changing dependence patterns in modeling high dimensional financial returns from an investor point of view.

VI. CONCLUSION
Developing copula models to describe high dimensional multivariate dependence is of particular interest to investors who allocate their wealth among a large number of assets. Existing skewed t copulas with static skewness parameters are unable to capture the time variation in dependence patterns. This paper complements the literature by modeling the dynamics of high dimensional multivariate dependence in a flexible yet parsimonious way. We extend the copula in Christoffersen et al. (2012) and Gonzalez-Pedraz et al. (2015) and propose a dynamic skewed t copula. The new model not only allows each variable to have its own skewness parameter, but also incorporates an autoregressive mechanism into the evolution of the skewness vector.
Applying our dynamic skewed t copula C dskt to 50 ETF returns, we find that C dskt has better in-sample and out-of-sample performance than other copulas. In the insample analysis, we find that the dependence of these ETFs during crisis periods differs from their dependence during tranquil periods, and this feature can be captured only by the dynamic specification of skewness vector in our model. This indicates that the diversification benefit of most assets (except bonds) is limited during crises. The out-of-sample analysis shows the outperformance of C dskt over existing copulas based on the predicted log-likelihood values and the portfolio optimization problem. The results documented in this study imply that a large number of financial assets tend to have time-varying dependence patterns rather than static ones. It is thus inappropriate to stick to one dependence structure when investors are modeling high dimensional financial returns. This paper leaves several topics for further research, including how to increase the estimation efficiency of high dimensional copulas. Future research should also examine the dependence of financial returns in emerging markets with greater fluctuations. These results from the dynamic skewed t copula may be of interest to policy makers and market participants alike.
